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The GDPR provides rules setting out when and how a transfer of personal data outside the EEA may take
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place. If you transfer personal data outside the EEA now, you should already have in place arrangements

for making a restricted transfer under the GDPR.

On exit date there will be TWO sets of rules to consider:

If you are making a

restricted transfer 

outwards from 

Gibraltar. 

If you are receiving 

personal data from outside 

Gibraltar (including from the 

EEA) into Gibraltar. 
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Making a 

transfer 

from 

Gibraltar?

You are making a restricted transfer outwards from Gibraltar if:
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1. the Gibraltar GDPR applies 

to the processing of the 

personal data you are 

transferring

2. the Gibraltar GDPR does 

not apply to the importer of 

the data, usually because they 

are located outside Gibraltar 

(which may be in the EU, the 

EEA or elsewhere) 3. the sender of the personal 

data, and the receiver of the 

data are separate 

organisations (even if you are 

both companies within the 

same group).
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If you are based in Gibraltar and do not have a

branch, office or other establishment in any other EU

or EEA state, but you either:

monitor the behavior of 

individuals located in the 

EEA, then you will still 

need to comply with the 

EU GDPR regarding this 

processing even after 

Gibraltar leaves the EU.

offer goods or services to 

individuals in the EEA; or 

As you will not be an EEA-based controller

or processor after exit date, the EU

GDPR requires that you must appoint a

representative within the EEA. This

representative will need to be set up in an

EU or EEA state where some of

the individuals whose personal

data you are processing in

this way are
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located. 



After the exit date, the Commissioner may no longer be part of the One-Stop-Shop. We will still cooperate and 

collaborate with European supervisory authorities, as we did before GDPR and the One-Stop-Shop system, 

regarding any breaches of GDPR that affect individuals in Gibraltar, the UK, the EU and EEA states. 
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If you continue to carry out cross-border

processing, and your current lead authority is

the Commissioner, review the guidance

published by the European Data Protection

Board and consider which other EU and EEA

supervisory authority will become lead

authority on exit date (if any). You may want

to contact them closer to exit date.

You should consider whether any of your

processing of personal data involves cross-

border processing under the GDPR, and if

so who your lead supervisory authority is.

Consider whether you will continue to

carry out cross-border processing

after exit date

If you will no longer carry out cross-

border processing after exit date, but

your processing will continue to be

within the scope of the EU GDPR

(for example, if you are “targeting”

individuals in the EEA), this could be a

key change for your business and you

may want to consider its impact.
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Continue to apply GDPR standards and follow current guidance. Your DPO (if you

have one) can continue in the same role for both Gibraltar and Europe.

Review your data flows and identify where you receive data into Gibraltar from

the EEA. Think about what GDPR safeguards you can put in place to ensure that

data can continue to flow once we are outside the EU.

Review your data flows and identify where you transfer data from Gibraltar to

any other country, as these will fall under new local transfer and documentation

provisions.

Transfers from Gibraltar

If you operate across Europe, review your structure, processing operations and

data flows to assess how Gibraltar’s exit from the EU will affect the data

protection regimes that apply to you.

European operations

Review your privacy information and your internal documentation to identify any

details that will need updating when Gibraltar leaves the EU.

Make sure key people in your organisation are aware of these key issues. Include

these steps in any planning for leaving the EU and keep up to date with the

latest information and guidance.

Continue to comply 

Transfers 
to Gibraltar

Documentation

Organisational 
awareness


